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The campaign to ban hunting –
a parliamentary history

The setting of animal against animal for entertainment has long been
a cause of immense parliamentary concern.  

Around 200 years ago a bill to ban bull-baiting was passed by Parliament. Bans on bear-baiting, 

cockfighting, dogfighting and badger-baiting have also been enacted. Since the Second World War

MPs have focused their attention on ending the cruel and barbaric practice of hunting wild mammals

with dogs and a substantial number of bills have been introduced. A Bill to ban hare coursing was

passed by the House of Commons as long ago as 1970, but ran out of parliamentary time and so did

not become law.

Twelve private members’ bills were introduced between 1988 and 1997 and a further five in the last 

Parliament. This continuing concern led to the establishment of the Burns Inquiry (2000), a Government

“options” Bill (2000–01), a Government manifesto commitment to “enable Parliament to reach a

conclusion on this issue” (2001), the Defra public hearings (2002), and finally at the end of 2002,

the introduction of the Government’s Hunting Bill.

The Hunting Bill introduced into Parliament in the 2002/03 session received its third reading from 

MPs on July 9, 2003. It is expected that this Bill will become law under the procedure of the Parliament

Act – the Bill will need to be reintroduced in the 2003/04 session to ensure this happens.

Some of the most recent bills progressed as follows :

Reasons for
failure/success

House of Lords amended

the Bill to allow for all

forms of hunting to 

be ‘licensed’.

House of Lords rejected 

the option supported by

the House of Commons.

Quorum not achieved 

for closure of debate.

Lack of parliamentary 

time, following delaying

tactics by certain MPs,

stopped its progress

beyond report stage.

Lack of parliamentary 

time following delaying

tactics.

Session 
introduced

3 December 

2002

7 December 

2000

15 December 

1999

18 June 1997

14 December 

1995

Member/
Government
Bill

Government 

Bill

Government 

Bill

Ken 

Livingstone

Michael 

Foster

John McFall

Key points

The bill banned some hunting and 

restricted some. MPs amended it in

committee and at report stage into a

“total ban”.

After concerted pressure, the 

Government introduced a Hunting Bill

containing three “options”. The option to

ban hunting was chosen at a Committee

of the whole House.

Introduced to ensure that the 

momentum garnered from the Foster

Bill continued.

Introduced shortly after the 1997 general 

election, this high profile Bill secured 

the biggest ever vote for any previous

private member’s bill and progressed

through committee (it had 10 sittings).

This was a limited bill which sought to 

protect wild mammals from certain acts

of cruelty. Clauses that would have

banned hunting were removed.

Bill title

Hunting Bill

2002/03

Hunting Bill 

2000/01

Wild Mammals

(Hunting with

Dogs) Bill

1999/2000

Wild Mammals

(Hunting with

Dogs) Bill

1997/1998

Wild Mammals

(Protection) Bill

1994/1995

Vote at 
second reading 
(a yes first)

368 to 155

373 to 158

74 to 0

411 to 151

253 to 0


